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Diffusion phenomena of actinides and oxygen are relating to various properties of oxide fuels, e.g. actinide and
oxygen redistribution, pore migration, sintering behavior. Although lots of experimental data have been obtained for
U and O diffusions, these seem to be a little scattered among experiments. In addition, there are few studies of transuranium elements. Recently, we experimentally showed that diffusion coefficients of Am and Pu were almost
comparable with that of U and the contribution of grain boundaries (GB) were relatively large in oxide fuels. On the
other hand, the molecular dynamics (MD) calculation showed that U ions migrated via its vacancies and the O diffusion mechanism changed with temperature in bulk. In this study, the GB diffusion coefficients and the mechanism
were systematically evaluated for U, Am and O in oxide fuels by MD calculations. For actinides and oxygen, their
GB diffusion coefficients are significantly larger than bulk ones, and the diffusion mechanisms in GBs are almost independent on temperature. Furthermore, the GB diffusion is strongly dependent on its structure and the interfacial
potential energy. The lower oxygen-to-metal (O/M) ratio gives the larger GB diffusion coefficients for actinides and
oxygen.
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I. Introduction 1

diffusion was much larger than bulk ones. In addition, the
lower oxygen potential increased their diffusion coefficients.
On the other hand, we have developed the MD simulation
technique in order to investigate the thermo-chemical properties of oxide fuels, e.g. thermal conductivity, heat capacity,
diffusion behaviors. The MD study can reveal the atomistic
behavior for macroscopic (or experimental) phenomena and
does not need a special facility to handle the radioactive materials. Our previous study of UO2 using the MD simulation
showed that the O diffusion mechanism changes as a temperature increased: the diffusion via its vacancies and with
the formation of Frenkel defects and the superionic conduction; the U ion diffused only via its vacancies.18) In addition,
the GB diffusion was significantly larger than bulk one, and
the GB diffusion coefficient strongly depended on its structure.
Hence, in this study, we investigated the diffusion behaviors in GBs for constituent ions of americium dioxide and
Am-including uranium oxides from the point of views of
temperature, GB structure and the O/M ratio dependence.

Recently, to reduce the environmental burden and to use
the repository efficiently, the partitioning and transmutation
of minor actinides (MAs) is an option for the future nuclear
fuel cycle. Hence, various MA-containing fuels garner attention as advanced nuclear fuels for fast reactors or
transmutation systems.
Americium is the key element of the MAs, and especially,
Am-241 (half-life 433 years) and Am-243 (half-life 7,380
years) are the most important ones on resolving the above
issues. As is well known, a lot of studies of uranium (or plutonium) oxides and their solid solutions used as nuclear fuel
materials have been performed for the thermal and mechanical properties so far.1-16) However, there are relatively
few studies of americium oxides. This is caused by its radio-toxicity and chemical instability. For instance,
americium dioxide and Am-including oxides are easily reduced in high temperatures. As a result, the O/M ratio could
change during the measurement.
Diffusion behaviors of actinides and oxygen in fuels are
directly or indirectly relating to various physico-chemical
properties, e.g. actinide and oxygen redistribution, pore migration, burn-up distribution, etc. Recently, we have
evaluated the Pu and Am diffusion behaviors in Am-MOX
(americium-including mixed oxide) fuels experimentally.17)
That study showed that the diffusion coefficients of Pu and
Am were almost comparable with that of U, and their GB

II. Simulation Method
MD simulations were performed by the MXDORTO program parallelized with Message Passing Interface (MPI) and
its original program was coded by Kawamura.19) Since the
supercell including GBs was relatively large and consisted of
max. 28,000 particles, the MPI parallelized MD program
was used. In the MD calculation, the interatomic potential
function for oxide fuels was the Born-Mayer type with a
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partially ionic valence. This potential function is given by

 ci c j
−
 r6
 ij

(1)

where zi is 67.5% of the formal charge of type i ion, e the
electron charge, rij the distance between ions of i and j, f0 the
adjustable parameter. Potential parameters, a, b and c are the
characteristic parameters depending on ion species. These
potential parameters for the oxygen ion were given by Inaba20) and the parameters for actinide ions were determined
by our previous studies.18,21)
In this study, the GB structures of Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29
were explored. These GB structures were constructed based
on the coincidence-site-lattice (CSL) theory for the fluorite
crystal structure,22) and have misorientation angles of 12.7°,
22.6°, 36.9° and 46.4°, respectively. For instance, the supercell including Σ5 GBs is shown in Fig. 1.
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functions of Am at 2,800 K and 3,000 K are almost same
and it probably seems strange. As discussed later, Σ5 GB
structure is possible to be relatively stable at lower temperatures. So, the MSD functions of cations become smaller with
decreasing temperature, and the jump frequency is very low,
which causes the increase of the statistical error.
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In general, diffusion in solid occurs with point defects.
The point defect concentration is thermally activated, and it
increases with an increase of temperature. Migration is also a
thermally activated process, accelerated with increasing
temperatures. The diffusion coefficient can then be written
as follows:


Q 
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 k BT 
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Fig. 1 Supercell including Σ5 GBs with the misorientation
angle of 36.9°. GB interfaces are shown by small arrows and are
parallel to the x-y plane. Large black balls and small red ones
stand for actinide and oxygen ions, respectively.

The self-diffusion coefficient of each atoms is determined
based on the time evolution of the mean square displacements (MSD). This quantity can be easily determined by
recording the atomic positions regularly during the simulation. The MSD function at time t corresponds to the average
square distance travelled by an atom between t0 and t. It is
calculated with the following equation:

MSD = ri (t ) − ri (t 0 )

2

(2)

where ri(t0) is the position of the atom i at the initial time t0,
and ri(t) the position at the time t. The three-dimensional
diffusion coefficients, D, are deduced from the MSD functions using the Einstein’s relation expressed in Eq. (3). In
order to obtain the reliable diffusion coefficient, the larger
time steps are required for the MD calculation. Thus, total
time steps for one run are 5×105 steps (1 step = 2 fs), and
5×103 steps, which correspond to infinite t in Eq. (3), are
used to determine the diffusion coefficient from the asymptotic slope of the MSD function (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, the MSD

(4)

where Q is the sum of the defect formation energy and the
migration energy of the defect, D0 a pre-exponential factor
independent of the temperature, kB the Boltzmann constant,
and T the temperature. For GBs, the activation energy calculated from the slope of an Arrhenius diagram (lnD as a
function of 1/T) is equivalent to the migration energy, because the point defect formation energy which regulates the
point defects concentration is not included in the calculation
of the diffusion activation energy.

III. Results and Discussion
1. GB Diffusion Coefficient versus Temperature
To investigate the influence of GB on diffusion coefficients, the simulation box was divided into 0.6 nm width
slabs along the z-axis parallel to the GB interface. Firstly,
particles existing in each slab at a final state were identified,
and subsequently their trajectories were traced. This allows
these particles to diffuse longer than 0.6 nm in the
z-direction. Finally, diffusion coefficients were calculated
with the MSD functions, Eq. (3), for these particle in each
slab.
GB diffusion coefficients were calculated for the slab
including the GB interface as a function of temperature. The
temperature range was from 2,600 K to 3,400 K. This target
temperature, 3,400 K, is somewhat higher than the experimental melting point of UO2, 3,120 K. There are two
reasons: (1) for lower temperatures, the jump frequency is
PROGRESS IN NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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extremely low and the diffusion coefficients of cations cannot be obtained since the calculated melting point is
3,675 K;23) (2) the diffusion mechanism will not change even
for such higher temperatures. The results obtained for the
Σ13 GB structure are shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, the
bulk diffusion coefficients are also plotted in this figure.
Here, the bulk diffusion coefficients were calculated for the
supercell including neither point defects nor GBs. As shown
in this figure, the O diffusion coefficients for the Σ13 GB are
higher than bulk ones. In addition, the slope, i.e. activation
energy, of Arrhenius plot for oxygen diffusion in GBs is
almost same as that in the bulk at high temperatures. So,
oxygen ions in GBs diffuse in a state of the superionic conduction, because oxygen ions in the bulk diffuse in the same
way, which shown in our previous study.18) On the other
hand, the GB diffusion coefficients of Am and U ions are
significantly (~104 times) larger than bulk ones. Especially
for actinide ions, their diffusions were accelerated in the GB
region.
2. Diffusion Coefficient Evolution with Distance from
GB Interface
To evaluate the diffusion coefficient as a function of the
distance from the GB interface, we calculate them at 3,200 K
for Σ5 GB in AmO2. The results are shown in Fig. 4. For
comparison, the bulk oxygen diffusion coefficients obtained
from AmO2 perfect crystal are also plotted in Fig. 4.
Meanwhile, the bulk diffusion coefficient of americium is
not plotted because it depends on the number of lattice defects, e.g. Schottky defect, and the temperature is too low.
In Fig. 4, the influence of the GB on the oxygen diffusion
can be found from GB interface to approximately 3 nm. In
VOL. 2, OCTOBER 2011

the region over 3 nm, the oxygen diffusion coefficients are
nearly equal to those calculated in the bulk. The same analysis for UO2 was performed by Aublant et al.24) Their result
shows that the diffusion coefficients of oxygen far from the
GB interface are much lower than those near the GB, but
their values are larger than bulk one. This result differs from
our results, which may be originated from the potential function. Their potential function is proposed by Morelon et al25)
and seems to give the relatively larger diffusion coefficients
of O and U. As a result, the effect of the GB may be significant. On the contrary, our potential function seems to give
smaller oxygen diffusion coefficient in comparison with
other potential functions.26) Hence, for our result, the GB has
little effect on the oxygen diffusion coefficients far from GB
interface.
On the other hand, the influence of the GB on the americium diffusion can be found only narrow region (approx.
1 nm), and Am diffusion coefficients for Σ5 GB are much
smaller than those of oxygen. In the region over 1 nm, the
Am diffusion coefficient was too small to evaluate.
Furthermore, in order to evaluate the effect of interference
between GBs, we calculated the diffusion coefficients for the
large supercell (about double-wide to the z-axis) for the Σ5
GB structure. As a result, we confirmed that there was no
difference between diffusion coefficients obtained for the
normal supercell and large one.
3. Misorientation Angle Dependence of GB Diffusion
In order to study the misorientation angle dependence of
GB diffusion, we calculate the diffusion coefficients for the
GBs of Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29 as a function of temperature.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. The graphs show that the
diffusion coefficients of O and Am increase with an increase
of the misorientation angle. In addition, the slope of the
Arrhenius plot for oxygen becomes lower as an increase of
misorientation angle and the values are almost same at higher temperatures. This means that the effect of GB structure
becomes smaller with increasing temperature, that is the
disappearance of the crystalline nature of GBs. On the other
hand, americium shows the almost same tendency as oxygen
except for the Σ5 GB structure. Especially for lower temperatures, the GB diffusion coefficient for Σ5 structure seems to
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be small, and its Arrhenius relation has a steeper slope.
So, we calculated the interfacial potential energy of each
GB structure. Here, the definition of the GB potential energy
is given by

EGB potential =

EGB supercell − EPerfect supercell
2A

(5)

where EGB supercell is the total potential energy of the supercell
including GBs, EPerfect supercell is that of perfect crystal, A is the
area of the GB interface. Since each GB supercell is including two GB interfaces in it, the denominator is multiplied by
2. The results are plotted in Fig. 6. This graph shows that the
GB potential energy almost increases as an increase of the
misorientation angle, but slightly decreases at the misorientation angle of Σ5 GB. This may be interpreted as the
stability of Σ5 GB structure, which results in the smaller
diffusion coefficient of Am in Σ5 GB.
Figure 7 shows Am ion trajectories in GBs. The Σ41 and
Σ13 GBs have smaller misorientation angle and the trajectories seem to be one dimensional and parallel to the x-axis.
Whereas, in the Σ29 GB with the large misorientation angle,
the trajectory seems to be two dimensional or planar and
parallel to the x-y plane.
4. O/M Ratio Dependence of GB Diffusion
To study the O/M ratio dependence of diffusion in the GB,
we calculated the diffusion coefficients for the supercell of
the solid solution substituted AmO1.5 for 20 mol% of UO2.
Here, all additive Am ions are trivalent, consequently the
O/M ratio of the solid solution is 1.9. In addition, to improve

Σ5

Σ29

Fig. 7 Am trajectories in GBs at 3,000 K. The xyz coordination
system is same as that of Fig. 1.

the statistical reliability for the trivalent Am ion, the diffusion coefficients of constituent ions were calculated for the
large supercells (about double-wide to the y-axis).
The results are shown in Fig. 8. For comparison, the diffusion coefficients of U and Am for the O/M=2.0 are
calculated for the GB in UO2 and AmO2 supercells, respectively. As shown in these graphs, the diffusion coefficients
of U and Am increase as the decrease of the O/M ratio. To
clarify the O/M effect on GB diffusion, we calculated the
pair correlation functions (PCFs) in AmO2 and (U,
Am3+)O1.9 from the viewpoint of the local lattice structure.
Figure 9 shows that distances of O-O and Am-O are extended by substituting AmO1.5 for 20mol% of UO2. Since
cations are surrounded by oxygen ions even in grain boundaries, cations must diffuse out of the cage consisting of O
ions. Therefore, not only Am3+ ion, but also U ion more easily migrates into the nearest vacant site because of the
increase of the distance between O-O. Furthermore, the
binding energy between Am3+-O ions is smaller than that of
tetravalent cation-O ion since the Coulomb energy of the
former is small. Thus, it also causes the increase of GB diffusion coefficient of Am3+ ion.
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The GB diffusion coefficients of U and Am increase as
the decrease of the O/M ratio. This may be because the distance between O ions surrounding cations increases by the
addition of Am3+ and by the increase of the number of O
vacancies. In addition, the decrease of the binding energy
between Am3+-O ions causes the increase of its GB diffusion
coefficient.
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IV. Conclusion
The MD simulations have been carried out to study actinide and oxygen diffusion near symmetrical tilt grain
boundaries Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29.
It has been observed an acceleration of the diffusion near
GB for both actinide and oxygen ions. Concerning the O
diffusion mechanism, O ions in the GBs diffuse in a state of
the superionic conduction. In addition, the GB has the influence on the O diffusion at the farther distance from the GB
interface.
The diffusion coefficients of O and Am ions increase as
an increase of the misorientation angle of GB. From the
results of the interfacial potential energies of GBs, the Σ5
GB structure is stable compared with others.
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